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Abstract

This paper presents a methodology for synthesizing,
under uncertainty, a sequence of robust, discrete con-
trol actions to drive a continuous dynamical plant
through admissible trajectories specified via temporal
logic expressions . An action is defined as a modifica-
tion to the value of a controllable exogenous variable .
The TEQSIM algorithm combines qualitative simula-
tion with temporal logic model checking to validate
or refine a proposed plan . Qualitative simulation is
used to infer a branching-time description of the sys-
tem behaviors that potentially follow from a sequence
of control actions . This description is queried using
temporal logic based goal constraints to perform plan
validation . Plan refinement infers bounds on the se-
quence of actions within a plan to guarantee that the
specified goal constraints are satisfied .

A framework for plan generation is presented that
uses a phase portrait representation to reason about
the effect of each action within a particular system
configuration . This methodology is able to prune the
plan search space by eliminating actions that are un-
able to resolve a detected goal violation .

Introduction
"Hybrid systems" defines a broad class of dynami-
cal systems comprised of both discrete and continuous
components. The interaction of discrete and continu-
ous phenomena give rise to different classes of hybrid
systems (Branicky et al., 1994) . In this paper we fo-
cus on controlled switching hybrid systems where the
continuous component (henceforth referred to as the
plant) described using ordinary differential equations
is controlled by discrete numeric valued inputs . Such
inputs are computed by a discrete controller whose
task is to drive the plant to satisfy a set of trajectory
requirements (figure 1) .
The aim of this paper is to propose preliminary

ideas about a methodology for synthesizing, under
uncertainty, a sequence of robust, discrete control ac-
tions to drive a plant through admissible trajectories .
Qualitative simulation is used to reason about the
ability of a sequence of actions to satisfy goal con-
straints specified via temporal logic expressions . This
approach supports reasoning under both parametric
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Block diagram of hybrid systems made of a discrete con-
troller sending discrete control signals U(t) to a continu-
ous plant . D(t) represents uncontrollable continuous input
disturbances . A feedback loop may be present as well .

Figure 1 : Hybrid systems discussed in this paper

and functional uncertainty within a structural model
of the system . Qualitative simulation generates a be-
havioral description that provides guaranteed cover-
age of all potential real-valued trajectories of the sys-
tem thus supporting robustness analysis . In addition,
the qualitative representation provides an effective in-
termediate language that bridges the gap between the
representations used for the continuous plant, the dis-
crete controller and the declarative requirement spec-
ification (figure 2) .

Some steps of the methodology have been imple-
mented using the TEQSIM (TEmporally constrained
QSIM, pronounced tek'sim) simulation algorithm
(Brajnik and Clancy, 1996a ; Brajnik and Clancy,
1996b ; Brajnik and Clancy, 1996c) . It uses QSIM
(Kuipers, 1986 ; Kuipers, 1994) to derive a branching-
time behavioral description that is an abstract dis-
cretization of the set of real-valued solutions to the
system of differential equations . TEQSIM supports the
specification of trajectory constraints through a com-
bination of temporal logic and discontinuous change
expressions . Discontinuous change expressions are
used to specify discontinuities in exogenous variables
and the resulting effects . In addition, the modeler is
able to specify numerically bounded, external events
that are incorporated into the simulation . Trajectory
constraints can be used to specify time varying ex-
ogenous inputs, constrain the occurrence of internal
or external events or specify boundary conditions for
dependent and independent variables .
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Synthesis of robust control actions
Synthesis of robust control actions requires a mecha-
nism for deriving a sequence of discrete actions to sat-
isfy the goal specification . For tracking or regulatory
problems, a more traditional control approach can of-
ten provide an acceptable solution . As the complex-
ity of the trajectory requirements increase, however, a
more sophisticated planning approach is often appro-
priate to reason about the effects of the actions across
time . Examples of such problems include controlling
startup and shutdown operations for complex, time-
dependent devices (e.g . a chemical reactor) or plan-
ning manual control operations on plants involved in
risky situations (e.g . dam floodgate control .)

Solutions to these problems usually reason in an
abstract manner using a discrete ontology supporting
a declarative representation of actions, states, plans
and goals . When the planning task involves a contin-
uous plant, however, a purely discrete representation
is insufficient to adequately model the dynamics of the
plant . Such problems often require a hybrid planning
and control viewpoint .

Synthesizing discrete control actions raises a num-
ber of complex issues :

" The planner must reason about the effects of ac-
tions across time as some components of the sys-
tem change autonomously . This hinders the appli-
cation of the many planning techniques that assume
a static environment .

" Uncertainty in the plant model must be represented
in a manner that supports robustness analysis . Ro-
bustness is important since the controller is based
on a discrete (hence "crisp") functioning mode,
whereas the plant will always be subject to a certain
degree of noise and deviation .

Qualitative Simulation

Continuous
Plant

discretization of trajectories into qualitative behaviors provides a
space that are relevant to the control task ;

Figure 2 : The role of Qualitative Simulation

Trajectory
Constraints

The qualitative behavior representation provides a common language that bridges the gap between the representations
used for all three sources of information : the continuous plant, the discrete controller, and the declarative requirement
specification .

natural identification of regions in the trajectory

the concise description of trajectories can be used to represent effects of discrete actions that form the basis
planning problems ;

discrete descriptions of trajectories enable logical model-checking against temporal logic formula' .

for solving

" An expressive language is required to describe a
variety of trajectory constraints . Goal specifica-
tions developed in the area of model predictive con-
trol, for example, can only describe regions of the
state space using linear inequalities ((Rawlings et
al ., 1994)) . While appropriate for regulatory con-
trol problems, this seems inadequate for solving the
control problems that require a more expressive lan-
guage to specify complex, multi-level and tempo-
rally extended planning goals .

The general task is to synthesize discrete control
actions driving a continuous plant while ensuring that
certain trajectory constraints are met . The inputs
provided include :

" a model of the plant (in terms of a semi-
quantitative QDE),

" an initial state (a partially specified qualitative
state),

" a description of uncontrollable disturbances (tem-
poral logic formulae),

" a description of the desired behavior (temporal logic
formulae), and

" the list of control input variables and their possible
values .

Figure 3 describes an example a controlling the level
and temperature of a tank. A time-variant trajectory
specification is provided for the temperature while
constraints on the level are specified in the form of
time-invariant conditions .
The task is to develop an abstract plan that is a

solution for the current problem specification . An ab-
stract plan is a partially ordered sequence of actions .
It may or may not include temporal bounds on when
an action is performed as well as bounds on the magni-
tude of an action . An abstract plan is a solution when
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The tank (a) has a hot and a cold inflow . The valves
controlling these inflows are binary (i .e . each tap can be
on or off) .

A desired trajectory for level is described by using the
landmarks Max and Min to represent upper and lower
bounds for the acceptable values . The desired trajectory
for the temperature (b) can be easily specified with tem-
poral logic and external events, using statements similar
to those shown in (Brajnik and Clancy, 1996b) .

Figure 3 : Hot-cold tank example

it can be shown that all fully instantiated instances of
the plan (i .e . actions with precise values for time and
magnitude) guarantee the desired behavior .

The general discrete control task can be decom-
posed into a sequence of subtasks of increasing com-
plexity .

Plan validation - determines if a proposed plan is
a solution .

Plan refinement - refines a plan by inferring
tighter bounds on either the magnitude of the ac-
tions or on the temporal occurrence of the actions .
The objective is to identify a minimal refinement
that still results in a solution .

Plan generation - develops an abstract plan, re-
fines it and validates it to generate a solution .

The next section describes an example demonstrat-
ing how TEQSIM can be used to perform the tasks
of plan validation and plan refinement . Section will
then describe the plan generation process .

Plan validation and refinement
example

(Material presented in this section is based on (Bra-
inik and Clancy, 1996c) .)
A model of a lake, consisting of a reservoir, an in-

coming river and an outgoing river is used; lake level
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and outflow are regulated through a dam that in-
cludes a single floodgate' . Quantitative information is
provided by numerical tables which are interpolated
in a step-wise manner to provide lower and upper
bounds for any intermediate point (representing there-
fore non-parametric uncertainty) .

Initial values for stage (i.e . the level) and gate open-
ing are provided along with a description of a fore-
casted step increase in the inflow (a disturbance) . The
outflow gate can either be opened or closed . The value
of this variable can take on integer values ranging from
0 to 8 . The task is to develop a sequence of control
actions (i . e. opening or closing the gate) that prevent
an overflow or underflow of the lake and ensure that
the downstream flow stays within the specified range
required to meet the needs of the downstream farmers .
Table 1 contains the temporal logic expressions that
are used to represent these goals . We assume that the
optimization criterion is to minimize the number of
required actions .
TEQSIM is used to perform plan validation and re-

finement . Initially, a plan with no actions is tested to
see if an action is required . The behavioral description
generated by TEQsim is queried using the temporal
logic goal constraints . The results of the query indi-
cate that a goal violation occurs due to the possibility
of an overflow (see figure 4 .)
At this point, an abstract plan consisting of a single

opening action is hypothesized by the user . The user
specifies that the opening action must occur prior to
the overflow event and plan refinement is used to infer
bounds on this opening action . In this example, there
are two degrees of freedom within the plan refinement
process : the magnitude of the opening action, and the
temporal occurrence of the action . The refinement
capabilities of TEQSIM can only infer refined bounds
for a single variable . Thus, plan refinement starts with
a lower bound of 1 for the magnitude of the opening
and attempts to determine if such an opening action
can guarantee the desired behavior . The magnitude
of the lower bound is increased until a lower bound
that produces a solution is identified .

Plan refinement infers a bound on when an action
must be performed by using the negation of the vio-
lated goal constraint as an input to TEQsim . This
causes the simulation to be restricted to behaviors
that satisfy the violated constraint resulting in a de-
scription of all and only behaviors that can potentially
lead to an overflow . The results of this simulation pro-
vide a bound on when the specified action can lead to
an overflow . Thus, the complement of this bound de-
scribes the region of the state space where an overflow
is guaranteed not to occur .

'We use quantitative information concerning Lake
Travis, near Austin (TX), obtained from the Lower Col-
orado River Authority.
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A TEQSIM simulation of the lake model with the specified perturbation to the inflow (a) and no control
in three behaviors (b) .

The resulting behavioral description is queried using the temporal logic goal constraints . Behaviors 2 (c) and 3 violate
goal 1 .

In this example, if the lower bound for the opening
action is less than 3 ft, then the simulation is unable to
tighten the temporal bounds on the occurrence of this
action . When a lower bound on the opening of 3 ft
is used, the simulation generates two behaviors each
with a bound of 11 .2 days when the opening action
must occur . This simulation proves a theorem of the
form :

Overflow =~. Opening occurs after 11 .2 days

The contrapositive of this statement is :

Opening occurs before 11 .2 days =:~ No overflow

Once a partial plan is developed to deal with the
overflow event, the process returns to the validation
stage to determine if the abstract plan satisfies all of
the goals . The abstract plan that eliminates the over-
flow condition may however violate the constraint on
the downstream flow (goal 3) . An additional refine-
ment procedure, however, is able to infer an upper
bound of 6 ft for the magnitude of the opening action
to eliminate this goal violation . The iterative process
of plan validation followed by plan refinement or ex-
tension continues until an abstract plan satisfying all
of the constraints is developed . The solution of this
example is a plan comprised of a single action, taken
no later than 11 .2 days from the start with magnitude
of either 3, 4, or 5 feet .

Plan generation
The preceding section demonstrated how semi-
quantitative simulation techniques can be applied to
solve the problems of plan validation and plan re-
finement . Extending these techniques to the problem
of plan generation requires a clear description of the

Table 1 : Goal specification using temporal logic

Figure 4: Lake simulation with no action

(c) Lake Overflow

action results

search space along with the development of techniques
for searching the space efficiently .
The process of plan generation involves searching

for a sequence of system configurations that guaran-
tees the desired behavior . A system configuration is
the vector of discrete values for the controllable, ex-
ogenous variables . A single configuration may satisfy
the system requirements for a period oftime ; however,
at some point a transition to an alternative configu-
ration may be required . Actions are used to trigger
these transitions . In the hot-cold tank example in
figure 3, there are four different configurations cor-
responding to whether each tap is on or off . None
of these configurations can independently satisfy the
goal specification .

Thus, a sequence of actions defines a set of poten-
tial system behaviors for a given initial state . These
behaviors transition between different system config-
urations as each action is performed . The planning
process searches within a space of abstract plans . Ob-
jects within this search space correspond to both an
abstract plan and set of behaviors associated with
this plan . The requirement specification can be tested
against these trajectories to determine if the state sat-
isfies the goal constraints (i . e. if all behaviors satisfy
all the goals) . Figure 5 provides a more detailed de-
scription of this space .

Searching this space to find a plan that satis-
fies the goals involves identifying goal violations and
then selecting an action to address these violations .
Due to the complexity of semi-quantitative simulation
and the potentially exponential branching within this
search space, a brute force search approach is clearly
inadequate . To evaluate the effectiveness of an ac-
tion to resolve a violation, a compact but sufficiently

Temporal logic expression Description
1 (always (gvalue-< stage top)) The qualitative value of the variable stage is always

less than the landmark top .
2 (always (gvalue-> stage gatebase)) The value of stage always remains above gatebase .
3 (always (value-<= colorado-dn 350)) The outflow i.e . colorado-dn does not exceed 350 .
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The plan search space is defined by a directed acyclic
graph where :
- Each node represents an abstract plan and the set

of qualitative behaviors that are consistent with the
plan .

- Each arc represents the extension of the abstract plan
of the preceding node with an additional action .

The plan refinement task occurs within a node of the
search space by reducing the set of actions instances
associated with the node (i .e . restricting numerical
bounds of actions) .

Plan generation first attempts to refine a plan before
considering plan extensions or backtracking to other
candidates .

Figure 5 : Plan generation search space

expressive representation of the behaviors associated
with the action (or actually the target configuration)
is required .
To assist in action selection and evaluation, a phase

portrait representation can be used to describe the
potential trajectories of the system within a configu-
ration . A phase portrait provides an atemporal de-
scription of the set of trajectories of a plant within an
n-dimensional space where n is the number of state
variables . Phase portraits for neighboring configura-
tions are compared to determine the effect of an action
on the trajectory of the state variables . When a goal
violation is detected within a plan, only those actions
that potentially resolve the violation are considered
within the planning process .
In the hot-cold tank example, each configuration

has a distinct fixed point that can be identified within
the phase portrait . Figure 6 describes a trajectory for
each of these configurations for a given initial state
along with a description of the intuition behind how
phase portraits can be, used to efficiently prune the
search space .
A qualitative phase portrait description for each

configuration is generated prior to the plan genera-
tion process (this can be done using the QPORTRAIT
program (Lee and Kuipers, 1993) or through the tools
described in (Bradley and Zhao, 1993)) . From these
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Figure 6 : Hot-cold tank phase portrait description

descriptions, a plan schema is generated describing
the valid configuration transitions and goal violations
that can potentially be resolved by each transition .
The plan schema is used during the planning process
to prune the search space and quickly eliminate ac-
tions that cannot resolve a goal violation . For exam-
ple, in the hot-cold tank example, if both taps are on
and a trajectory exceeds the maximum temperature
threshold, the plan schema would be used to deter-
mine that turning the cold water tap off will not be
effective in resolving this violation . The pruning of
the search space by the plan schema allows the plan
generation algorithm to perform a breadth first search
in an attempt to identify a minimal plan .

One of the fundamental issues encountered when us-
ing semi-quantitative simulation to reason about the
behaviori .of a system is the breadth of potential be-
haviors provided . As the region of the state space de-
scribed within this behavioral description increases, it
often becomes more' difficult to formulate a plan that
can provide the desired guarantees with respect to the
goal specification : This is due to uncertainty being
poorly described in 'the model and building up very
quickly during plan refinement and generation steps .
There are three potential sources of this ambiguity : 1)

:..* PI:C+H+

P1 through P4 correspond to the four configurations of
the system . The label indicates which taps are on within
the configuration . The current state within the phase
plane is identified by an X, fixed points by black dots,
and a trajectory for each configuration is displayed .

The goal specification (see figure 3) states that the tem-
perature should increase to High and then decrease to
Low without violating the constraints on the level . (i .e .
Move to the right hand boundary and then the left hand
boundary of the boxed region.)

Pi is the initial configuration . The trajectory of this
configuration does not satisfy the goal specification . An
analysis of the phase diagram indicates that the only
action that can satisfy the first portion of the goal spec-
ification is to turn the hot tap on . P4 fails to keep
the level within the bounds, while the other two don't
satisfy the requirements on temperature.



spurious behaviors generated due to the incomplete-
ness of the simulation algorithm ; 2) certain qualitative
behaviors may correspond to mathematically possible,
but highly unlikely behaviors of the system ; or 3) the
semi-quantitative model describes a broader region of
the model space than what is required for the current
task . Currently, we are concerned with extensions to
our approach that can accommodate the first two is-
sues .
Both of these issues relate to the soundness guaran-

tees that are provided by qualitative simulation . Of-
ten, however, this guarantee may be stronger than
what is necessary to solve real-world problems . Cur-
rently, we are investigating additional numerical tech-
niques that can be used to reduce the space of solu-
tions .
At the moment, plan validation can be performed

automatically, whereas plan refinement needs human
intervention to provide some initial information (like
lower bounds on action magnitude) . Plan generation
has not been implemented yet .

Related work
The approach to planning and control we presented
in his paper overlaps with several theoretical frame-
works proposed for hybrid systems . In particular,
Tavernini (Tavernini, 1987) assumes (as we do) that
state variables are continuous, but their derivatives
can be piecewise-continuous ; others (Back et al ., 1993 ;
Nerode and Kohn, 1993) encompass also discontinu-
ous jumps of state variables and the one proposed by
Branicky and colleagues (Branicky et al., 1994) sub-
sumes all of them . These formalisms usually require
appropriate maps to specify discontinuous jumps be-
tween states (Back et al., 1993 ; Branicky et al ., 1994)
or implementing digital-analogical interfaces (Nerode
and Kohn, 1993) .

Often these frameworks don't address the problem
of synthesizing control actions when there are complex
trajectory requirements and/or uncertainty in models
and parameters.

Several automated analysis tools exist . In partic-
ular, (Henzinger and Ho, 1995) presents HYTECH,
a program for proving properties of hybrid systems .
They are modeled using Linear Hybrid Automata :
discontinuous state jumps are specified as a combi-
nation of a finite state machine whose states are la-
beled with invariant conditions and ordinary differ-
ential equations ; edges connecting two states are la-
beled with conditions that, when satisfied by the orig-
inating state of the automaton, trigger the transition .
HYTECH offers also a logical language (a CTL) for
providing requirement specifications system verifica-
tion . Compared to what we have presented here, the
formalism used in HYTECH to define the continuous
model(s) is rather limited, as it can deal only with
constant derivatives (authors show how, by using ad-

hoc methods, also linear ODES can be formulated) .
Furthermore HYTECH does not deal with synthesis
problems, nor with uncertainty .
Another simulation tool is reported in (Mosterman

and Biswas, 1996) . The representation is based on
bond-graphs and controlled junctions that can switch
on or off parts of the Model . These junctions are con-
trolled by a finite state automaton whose transitions
are labeled with inequality conditions . The tool is
based on a method (called 9ythicdl Mode Algorithm)
that determines the possible valid sequences of config-
urations of the binary junctions leading to the "next"
state of the continuous system . Discontinuities can be
triggered by some external action,� like closing a switch
in an electrical circuit or by changes of internal vari-
ables, like a diode turning on or off when the voltage
crosses a threshold . The method is notable in that it
is automatic and it makes very general assumptions
(compatibility and continuity laws need to hold) . On
the other hand, it doesn't address the uncertainty is-
sue nor the synthesis of control actions .

Conclusion

Qualitative simulation has developed a number of
techniques for using a discrete representation for rea-
soning about the behavior of continuous, dynamical
systems . These techniques are particularly well suited
to hybrid control with complex trajectory require-
ments . The work presented within this paper focuses
on the problem of synthesizing a sequence of discrete
control actions for a continuous plant under uncer-
tainty. TEQSIM supports simulation of such hybrid
systems along with a declarative language for speci-
fying goal constraints based upon temporal logic . It
has been used to perform the tasks of plan validation
and refinement on a non-trivial, real-world problem .
A framework for performing plan generation has been
proposed utilizing a phase portrait representation to
reason about the affect of an action with respect to
the goal specification . This approach would allow for
the development of robust plans that are guaranteed
to produce the desired behavior for the given model of
the hybrid system . We are currently exploring ways
to automate such a process .
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